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Walk: Cement Ship to Potbelly Beach

Virus? What virus?  
Nobody cares today  
We’re so happy to see family  
So relieved to be out of the house  
It’s been months and months  
Or has it been years?  
I don’t know all the days are the same

Nikki and Julian chase around and around  
Gwyneve stands like a Valkyrie in red pants  
Staring out across the sea  
I walk in sand with bare feet  
Six bare feet apart talking about the virus  
It’s all we talk about even though we don’t care

Today we don’t care  
Because really sticks are the most important thing  
On the beach today and rocks to throw  
And sand to dig and piles of seaweed to collect

Up wind is safer  
Which one of us needs to be safer?  
We switch sides then we switch back

Nikki turns upside down cartwheels  
Julian drags monster logs across the sand  
I’m happy again…
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